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Is Ford Komeke New Zealand’s most reluctant Bachelor?Wanted: A woman for Ford. Maori
mechanic Ford Komeke can’t deny he could use an up-skill in the dating arena. It’s a local in-joke
that his game, as far as women go, sucks. Thanks to the meddling of New Zealand’s worst
octogenarian matchmaker, he’s got an online dating profile, a new wardrobe, and a haircut from
Stewart Island’s sexy hairdresser, Holly Parker. But since he’s well and truly mired in the
friendzone with Holly, what’s the harm in exploring his options? A little jealousy could work
wonders.Offered: Dream job with a catch.What do you say when you’re offered an un-turn-
downable career opportunity? You say, hell-to-the-yeah! Only there’s a problem. To get the
dream job Holly must leave Stewart Island and her two best friends, Shaye and Ford. But if Holly
can distract Shaye with wedding planning and set Ford up with a nice girl so she can stop
imagining him naked, neither will notice if she exits stage right. Neither will notice if her feelings
for Ford stop being strictly platonic.Warning: One kiss is never enough.As addictive as the
chocolate stash Holly hides in her fridge, one kiss forces them out of the friendzone—way out of
the friendzone. Heat and hunger explode, but the ugliness in Ford’s past hold his heart hostage.
Playing for fun or playing for keeps? Holly and Ford must decide because the consequences of
falling in love means that someone’s heart or someone’s dream will ultimately end up
shattered.PLAYING FOR FUN is the sixth story in Tracey Alvarez’s best-selling Stewart Island
books set against the stunning backdrop of Aotearoa, New Zealand. If you like heartwarming,
sexy and sweet small town romances with a touch of comedy, you’ll love sharing the journey with
these authentic men and women struggling to find their special someone.Download your copy of
Playing For Fun and dive into these sensual romance novels!Intended for mature 18+ aged
readers who enjoy their feel good romance on the steamier side.Praise for the Stewart Island
series!"It’s official…I’m hooked on this series! I want to jump on a plane and fly to this island,
because apparently they grow them big and HOT in New Zealand…men that is!!!" ~ Swept Away
By Romance "Perfection comes in many shapes and forms, and Ms Alvarez delivers in her
contemporary voice and quirky character traits that make a distinctive difference between
average and stellar storytelling." ~ InD’Tale Magazine"Just as the must-read series of Donna
Kauffman (The Bachelors of Blueberry Cove), Jill Shalvis (Lucky Harbor), Terri Osburn (Anchor
Island), Marie Force (The McCarthys of Gansett Island), Sherryl Woods (Chesapeake Shores)
have entranced me with their seaside settings and caring communities - so has Tracey Alvarez -
and I'm adding her series to my must-read shelf too."~ Fab Fantasy FictionDon’t miss any of the
Stewart Island books!Book 1: In Too Deep. Featuring Piper and West.Book 2: Melting Into You.
Featuring Kezia and Ben.Book 3: Ready To Burn. Featuring Shaye and Del.Book 4: Christmas
With You. Featuring Carly and Kip.Book 5: My Forever Valentine. Due South Short Stories.Book
6: Playing For Fun. Featuring Holly and Ford.Book 7: Drawing Me In. Featuring Bree and
Harley.Book 7.5: Kissing The Bride. A Due South Short Story.Book 8: Saying I Do. Featuring
MacKenna and Joe.Book 9: Home For Christmas. Stewart Island novella.Book 10: Bending The



Rules. Featuring Tilly and Noah.

Walt Whitman's "I Sing The Body Electric" tells the reader, "If any thing is sacred the human
body is sacred." Whitman's belief in the holiness of the body was always coupled with a healthy
questioning of its capabilities, using poetry to bridge that gap of skin and bone and unify his
readers' minds. Great poetry balances line and narrative, capturing that elusive moment of true
human connection. Similarly, Karen Craigo's No More Milk asks the reader to inhabit the body of
each poem. Craigo's poems are not barriers, but rather structures from which she explores the
female body in relation to itself and to other bodies, and to our collective body as a people.In the
second poem of the collection, "Milk," Craigo takes the reader to the body of a mother awoken,
bleary-eyed, by a crying baby in a strange hotel. An innate physical response to the child's cry
requires the speaker to pump a painful ounce of breast milk. Craigo acknowledges this as, "no
one's fault. Each day / I have less to give." The reader is introduced to the reaction of the
speaker's body's to an unfamiliar baby's eliciting an act both personal yet biological, as
fundamental to motherhood as removing an infant's fist from its mouth. Craigo uses this physical
tie to remind us how, "hunger is a fist that never stops / being a fist," in all its ways, in all its
endless wants.If this text is a body, then for me the heart of this collection is literally at the center;
at the center is a series of poems, Guided Meditation: Inventory, in which Craigo writes to each
part of the body, from feet to hand, to crown. I pause here to state that these meditations have a
sacred sense. Craigo understands line and rhythm, using the holy power of the body as an
invocation.In the first of these poems, "1. Feet," Craigo invokes the divine journey when she asks
the reader to "Recall / the places your feet / have carried you," but nevertheless reminds us of
the reality beyond the luminous: our feet have carried us, "in and out of / all kinds of shit." My
favorite of these meditations, "7. Head," asks the reader to "consider the variable weight / of the
head--days you couldn't lift it / from your pillow." Craigo uses the body to remind the self of its
worth, even though depression threatens the vessel.The moments of guided meditation lead to
"In Praise of the Body Broken in Two," where the speaker transfers meditative worship from her
own body to that of her child's, the "body in [my] arms," a reminder that any body is, "not a
wrapper / to be discarded." Yet for all its goodness, Craigo can't help but consider the poet in
absence of the body. In "Death by Bleeding," the speaker is our comrade in suicidal thought:
"You've thought of it, but no: / the wrist is a narrow, helpless thing," and you feel the speaker
struggle against this great duality, describing the trees of Jerusalem as "curving in on
themselves, / a terrified wringing."Craigo never forgets how the body remains an imperfect
creation. But she celebrates it all, in spite of its failings. In "Walking the Labyrinth," Craigo shows
us a familiar congregant in the pew, yet finds a loveliness in the crown of their head though, "the
eyes are difficult / to love."In this collection, Karen Craigo continues to question the sanctity of
the body in an imperfect world. Studying relationships, motherhood, the body, and the



garden, No More Milk blends the sublime with the everyday in a raw and honest sense of awe,
baring truths in considered lines and controlled imagery.--Shaun Turner, Cleaver
MagazineKaren Craigo writes Real People Poetry. Poetry by a real person, who, like all of us, is
many different things to many different people every single day; someone who exalts in nature
and love and God in one moment and the next notes that life gives you "all kind of shit." It's
poetry that swings between feeling every one of the "thousand ways to be unprepared"--seeking
more money, more time, more connection or solitude--and also knowing that the body "is so holy
you'd have to leave your shoes to step inside." And it's poetry for real people, too, who yearn to
have "the worth of small things" declared for us in beautiful, generous terms, because
sometimes small things are all we have. People who need to feel heard and understood, and to
know someone else out there is "upside down...is waiting...is making ready to fall." Karen
Craigo's poetry is for all of us, and we didn't even know that we needed it. But we do. I did. And
you do. --Jessica Piazza, author of INTERROBANG and THIS IS NOT A SKYIn "Micromanaging
the Garden," Karen Craigo writes "I just /want something to grow here, / and it should be
beautiful / in its dailiness,and durable, / surprising." No description I could give of these lovely
poemscould be more accurate than this. But I will say, though this book's covertells us No More
Milk, don't believeit. These poems remind us that poetry, like milk, is one of our
mostfundamental forms of sustenance, and there is plenty here.--Henrietta Goodman, author of
HUNGRY MOON and TAKE WHAT YOU WANTDespite the seeming refusal implied by No More
Milk, there's vast generosity in these poems, a sense of holiness in even the smallest of
gestures. Holy, but not numinous: these are embodied prayers, "in praise of what's left/ and all
the hands it has known," the kind that makes you "bow beneath the burden of words." There is a
profound personal morality at stake for this poet who loves the people and things of this earth in
all their itchy-butt blessedness, "the slugs/ as much as the lilacs," who manages to sing like "the
bird/ that has made us rise.../...yesterday's anger/ reduced to syllables in the air." Alleluia. --Heidi
Czerwiec, author of Self-Portrait as Bettie Page and Sweet/Crude: A Bakken Boom CycleKaren
Craigo's No More Milk creates a vibrant newlanguage for giving and taking. The currency of
"milk money" is passed betweenreader and speaker, shaken and pressed, a measured to
overflowing gift. Thisbook, formed from a daily life in which the domestic shapeshifts to the
luminousand back again--a dustpan becomes the grim reaper and a poem is given astithe--is
surely the very richest of contemporary allegory. In the end,everything of Craigo's is precious
fluid, and "I drank it down"--hungrily.--Sandra Marchetti, author of Confluence andSight Lines
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Dawn Hubbell-Staeble, “It is the perfect summer read. I recently received my copy of "No More
Milk" by Karen Craigo. It is the perfect summer read, even though it is poetry. I'm typically not a
fan of poetry. However, Craigo's chapbook, her third, with a fourth under contract, is as enjoyable
as a tall glass of whole milk, poured and drunk standing in front of the open fridge door.Craigo
uses diction to address the needs of her audience. There are no big words one might not know.
Also, her use of themeism is spectacular in that the themes of her poems are stories. Meaning
that they are easy to follow and understand. Her voice is almost always first person. So
personal.Also, her use of punctuation is unique and perfectly suitable for poetry. This is because
of poetic license. I am certain she has the highest license available to poets.White space is very
important in this day in age. Millennials and beyond are very visual generation, as reported by a
source. Therefore, white space helps break up the text into easy viewable and, therefore, easy to
read amounts. There is nothing hard about reading this, including the font which was well
chosen.Some might say that the cover is distracting because it has nothing to do with milk. On
the other hand, the abstractness of the artwork goes well with poetry, so it's not bad. Others
might believe that writing poems about taking kids money to buy milk is a form of child abuse or
neglect and therefore uncomfortable to read about. However, Karen does say she leaves an IOU
(I Owe You), so readers assume she paid the kid back. Readers might want to check their
privilege before judging others. My grandma has stories about not having enough money back in
the day.Therefore, in conclusion, this is a spectacular chapbook and everyone, whether they like
milk or not should buy and read this book. Even vegans. If more people bought poetry books,
they would be able to put color pictures in them and appeal to even more people.--dhs”

Deborah Morey, “Once Upon A Time is Always. A review of Karen Craigo's No More Milk.. I
ordered Karen Craigo’s No More Milk from overseas, anticipating a wonderful poetry sojourn
when I picked it up in the states (I do not get shipping where I live in Morocco). Having followed
its development and release though entertaining Facebook posts—such writerly activities so
precious in expat exile—I instantly seized on the contents.I was rewarded with some of the most
sensitive, conscious, clear expression of any poet I have read to date. Her poems of
motherhood, thematic to the title, are particularly remarkable in their blend of both adoration and
self-indictment—so gently, yet potently expressed. She exposes the flaws and blessings
inherent in our (or our mothers’) fumbling nurturing endeavors. She also reveals an instinctive
intuition about the minds and hearts of babies and children.I am not a reviewer, but an aspiring
poet. As such, I will here mention just a few beautiful lines I would love to steal. “Down Will
Come,” reflects the darkly whimsy of Mother Goose, calling her mother’s voice a bough breaking
crisp on the phone, miles from where you fall. In “Rockabye,” the words someone is naked but
warm; someone tethered composes a song, Someone’s bough can’t bear his weight” reminds us
all of the timeless foreboding of the classic “down will come baby, cradle and all,” refrain.Craigo



reminds all of us of a kind of global sensitivity that some of acquire through the mothering
experience in “Milk.” Sometimes I have to pull my baby’s fist from his mouth to feed him, and I am
mindful that for some hunger is a fist that never stops being a fist. Like Craigo, where I live, I think
of my own babies once upon a time when I see daily bombings in Syria, inhumane attacks
across the American, European and African continents that leave countless children with only
that fist. She gave me the lines that validate and comfort me.Deborah MoreyEnglish LecturerAl
Akhawayn University in Ifrane Morocco”

Mark C. Davis, “Yes, please.. Early in this book Craigo dances from Money to the garden I
justWant something to grow hereand the grace and desire stay with her through a stretch of four
poems that define the moods and wants and needs of a family and home. Along the way I felt
sympathy and feel almost confronted in the space of a few rhythmic, balanced lines. Money
returns frequently, broken up by lusty walleye and lusty strawberries. The book comes off with
the rhythms of a household filled with an intelligent kind of awe for life lived with love and
conscious effort and never quite enough of the other things to get by.The poems serve the
purposes all poems should but then they go further and seem to be an introduction. The voice
never looses awareness of its place in the environment. Crying babies, slugs and fruits invade
and share the poets space. This work is delivered with the scents and visuals of a real and
slightly uncommon life,”

Andy, “A poetic and wise book full of surprises and joys .... A poetic and wise book full of
surprises and joys of language. And it's about the everyday: parenting, gardening, marriage.
Craigo's voice is a consciously female one, that gives numerous insights into women's
experiences in a lyrical, powerful way.”

Ebook Library Reader, “Great poetry about real-life problems like struggling to find enough ....
Great poetry about real-life problems like struggling to find enough money. Several poems have
a light, endearing tone. Many are optimistic.”

The book has a rating of  5 out of 5.0. 14 people have provided feedback.
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